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Part One: General Information

John Osborne, printmaking instructor.

Swain offers rigorous training in painting, design,

sculpture and printmaking. It is our intention to

graduate professional artists, those who understand

the tradition of Western art and are capable of making

innovations in that tradition. We believe that the best

and most personal art is a product of discipline and is

made by artists attentive to objective standards.

Swain is an intimate college. The faculty are able to

pay close attention to a student's growth as an artist,

encourage and direct that student according to his or

her personal needs. Our size permits us to see our-

selves as a community of artists. We think of teachers

as people who have been artists longer, have trained

their hands and eyes, know and love past art, and

practice an art which confronts the issues raised by

their contemporaries.

We believe that the young artist grows as he learns the

grammar and basic skills which all the visual arts

share. In the freshman year our studio curriculum con-

centrates on fundamentals: the problem of seeing con-

tour and volume, the problem of constructing space,

the problem of organizing a coherent page. Once the

student has mastered these skills we encourage him or

her to use them. We expect the senior to work inde-

pendently, directed by the imperatives of his or her art.

In the freshman and sophomore years we teach the

grammar of art, not to inhibit or govern the student. The

grammar of art is a tool, an instrument, a means. Who
understands the grammar is capable of clear state-

ments, dramatic ones, variety. The artist who does not



"In this same New Bedford there

stands a Whaleman's Chapel, and few

are the moody fishermen, shortly

bound for the Indian Ocean or Pacific

who fail to make a Sunday visit to this

spot." Herman Melville

understand the grammar must repeat himself, work

after work.

We are a college for those determined to become pro-

fessional artists. We realize that art is an unusual pro-

fession. Its professionals must not only be accurate but

interesting. It is the job of the artist to heal those who

are bored or lost or confused or inattentive. We refuse

to call our designers commercial artists. We think of

the designer as an artist whose contact with his audi-

ence is more immediate and more frequent than the

painter or sculptor. We are not ashamed of the fact that

designers are paid. A society as complex as ours

needs visually intelligent people to design its furnish-

ings, magazines, educational material, gathering

places and alarms. An environment as dissonant as

ours needs designers to imagine that it could be whole

and hospitable, and make it so.

An artist is a healer, but no physician. The medical

student improves as his curiosity becomes narrower,

contracts from mankind to the body, to the spleen. The

reverse is true of the painter, sculptor, printmaker or

designer. Only as his interest broadens does he

deepen.

To grow, an artist must acknowledge that he has not

invented the world, and respect the ways experience

was seen before he began to see. It is for this reason

that we insist that students study art history and litera-

ture and social science. For the same reason we ask a

student to observe himself, other people, the town and

land around him.



Location
New Bedford is 60 miles from Boston, 30 from Cape

Cod, 30 from Providence. It is a twenty five mile ferry

boat ride from New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard, a

thirty minute bike ride from Swain to beaches or to pas-

tureland. There are three excellent art museums an

hour away by bus: the Fogg, the Gardner, the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts. It is a four hour bus ride to New
York City and more extensive museums. It is a three

hour drive to the White Mountains and a solitude that is

not cluttered by culture.

Nearer Swain there are other things as important for

the education of an artist. The college is surrounded by

fine examples of 18th and 19th century architecture.

One, the Rotch house, is frequently displayed in his-

tories of American architecture. Swain uses another,

the Rodman house, for classroom and studio space.

Within a mile of the college there are nineteenth cen-

tury factory buildings, now abandoned and beautiful. It

is possible to walk to neighborhoods where an older

generation is still faithful to traditions brought here from

Portugal or Greece or Poland. Swain is 8 blocks from

the New Bedford harbor, ten blocks from a glass

museum, four blocks from a fireman's museum, a half

mile from a whaling museum, a mile from a zoo.

While Swain is the only college in New Bedford, South-

eastern Massachusetts University is but four miles

away, just outside city limits. S.M.U. is a large school,

generous with the recreational and cultural activities it

opens to the New Bedford community.

The Rotch house was designed by

Alexander Jackson Davis in 1850.

Each year the college sponsors two

bus trips to New York City, one in the

fall and another in the spring.



The Rodman mansion holds adminis-

tration offices, a lunch area, and the

design/photography department.

History & Affiliations
There have been artists who became famous because

they left New Bedford. The painter Albert Ryder grew

up here, so did the painter Albert Bierstadt. The poet

Conrad Aiken spent his adolescence in New Bedford.

The composer Carl Ruggles was born across the river

in Marion in the year of the American centenary. But

perhaps those who stayed mattered more, those

whose lives and work are documented in the New Bed-

ford Public Library and in the Old Dartmouth Historical

Society. These are the painters who kept alive a tradi-

tion of art in New Bedford. Their names are less impor-

tant than the selfless act of nurturing a city through

their labors. A vital part of the history of New Bedford

has been the history of its art. For over a hundred

years there has been a community of painters here, a

community sustained by their seriousness rather than

by the attention of tourists, or collectors.

Swain has long been an active force in the New Bed-

ford art community. The college was established in

1881 as a free school, bearing the name and the good

wishes of a former Massachusetts governor, William

Swain. When the textile industry came to dominate the

city, Swain began to concentrate on instruction in de-

sign. Swain is now a 4 year art college, oriented toward

those principles which underlay the best of European

art instruction, those of the French academies, the

Bauhaus, and in this country, those of the Hans Hof-

mann School. Swain is an accredited college which

grants the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts.



Swain is licensed by the Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education to grant the degree of Bachelor of

Fine Arts.

Swain is fully accredited by the National Association of

Schools of Art as a Division I member.

The Crapo gallery was built on land

once occupied by the William Swain

mansion.

Swain is also a Charter Member of the American Fed-

eration of Art and a Member of the American Associa-

tion of Museums.

The college is approved by the Veterans Administra-

tion for the training of veterans and by the United

States Department of Justice for the training of foreign

students.

Swain has been granted Candidate for Accreditation

status by the Commission on Institutions of Higher

Education of the New England Association of Schools

and Colleges, Inc.



The Gallery & the Library

The William Crapo Gallery is part of Swain. The Crapo

Gallery is a member of the American Association of

Museums. It was founded in 1925 to give Swain stu-

dents art exhibits they could visit day after day, and

use to measure the quality of their own work. In the

past there have been exhibits of 19th century Ameri-

can painting, Shaker furniture, Oceanic Art, contem-

porary figurative painting, the sculpture of Richard

Hunt, the graphics of Roy Lichtenstein. The gallery has

shown work by Thomas Eakins, Winslow Homer, Fred-

erick Freiseke, Franz Kline, Ben Shahn, Leland Bell,

Louisa Mathiasdottir, Philip Pearlstein.

The Gallery also sponsors lectures so that students

might hear and meet practicing artists from other

cities. Among those who have spoken are the sculptor

Richard Hunt, the painters Philip Pearlstein and Leland

Bell, the designers Malcolm Greer and Arthur Hoener,

the poet Kenneth Koch.

The Gallery has always been an important link between

Swain and the New Bedford Community. The people of

New Bedford are encouraged to come to all Gallery

exhibits and Gallery lectures.

10

Swain has an uncommon library. What distinguishes it

from other college libraries is the specificity of its goals

and the consistency with which they are considered in

building up the collection. Swain offers an extensive

and diversified collection of books on the visual arts.

The resources of the Swain Library also include: an ex-

tensive slide collection, a file of individually mounted

reproductions, and records. The library has smaller



sections supporting the literature and humanities pro-

grams.

Because of the appropriateness of the collection the

number of books loaned to students during the

academic year is twice the per capita circulation in

most colleges in the United States.

The Swain library is a remodeled

nineteenth century stone barn, well lit

by large windows and a second story

sky light.

The Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institute

have put on microfilm our file of New Bedford area art-

ists.

Swain participates in the inter-library loan program.

The New Bedford Public Library is a ten minute walk

from the school.

11
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Part Two: Policies & Procedures

Admission
Our Admission Policy We look for students com-

mitted to the visual arts. We choose for our freshman

class those applicants who show signs of outstanding

visual intelligence. We believe that visual intelligence is

the best evidence of a talent that can be developed

and the best indication of those applicants who will ex-

cel in our professional and academic programs. We do

not look exclusively for the student who already draws

well. We are as interested in the student whose talent

is yet to mature.

We decide which applicants to admit on the basis of

an interview in which the applicant's portfolio is dis-

cussed. While we consult high school records and col-

lege board scores, we never allow numbers to tell us

what to do.

All applicants must have a high school diploma or its

equivalent.

The admissions interview is an infor-

mal discussion between the applicant

and a faculty member.

How to Apply

1. Fill out the Swain application form and send it with

the specified fee to: Swain Admissions Office, 19

Hawthorn Street, New Bedford, Massachusetts 02740.

The application fee cannot be refunded and cannot be

credited to any school bill.

2. Immediately afterward, ask your high school to send

us a transcript of your grades.

3. Then get a teacher, counselor or employer to send

us a letter of recommendation. We require only one let-

ter of recommendation. 13



4. Next ask the Swain Secretary of Admissions to

schedule your interview. Appointments should be

made as soon as possible, since enrollment is limited.

We require an interview for all applicants who can

come to New Bedford without difficulty. If there are dif-

ficulties, write to the Secretary of Admissions and we
will make special arrangements.

5. Bring your portfolio to the interview. Be sure that it is

complete. (See portfolio check list).

6. If you are accepted for admission we will send you a

medical form with your letter of acceptance. You

should have your doctor sign it, and send it back to us

before August 1st.

The Interview We decide which applicants to admit

on the basis of the interview in which the applicant's

portfolio is discussed. We are looking for visual intel-

ligence, for the courage to draw without preconceived

formulas. We are interested in the applicant who re-

fuses to sacrifice real observation for technical polish.

We are interested in the applicant who is willing to ex-

plore the particulars of what he is drawing, the twist of

a nose in a self portrait, the singular arrangement of

furniture in a room where someone has lived a while.

When it is there, it is easy to see visual intelligence in

the crudest drawings. It is impossible for us to see any-

thing in drawings done from photographs. This is why

we ask applicants to bring drawings done from nature,

not from photographs.

In order to make it possible for us to assess an

applicant's visual intelligence, we require a portfolio

that includes a number of assigned pieces. We realize

that many applicants will have to do these on their own

without the guidance of a high school art teacher. We
want to know whether an applicant can take on a chal-

lenging assignment with independence and curiosity.

These assigned pieces are listed in the portfolio check-

14 list.



The Portfolio Checklist The portfolio that you bring

to the interview should include the following items:

1. A portrait done from life, in other words done by

staring at another person or by staring in a mirror.

2. An interior done from a room in your home.

3. A still life that includes four objects. These do not

have to be fruit and vegetables. Consider the pos-

sibilities for still life material that can be found in an

odd corner of the cellar, or in the home of an aunt you

rarely visit, or where you work.

4. A two dimensional design. This could be a formal

design problem in which you make some pattern on a

page using paint or cut paper. Or it could be mac-

rame, or weaving, or embroidered blue jeans.

5. A three dimensional object which you made. In the

past applicants have presented sculpture, ceramics,

packages, shoes, stage sets, musical instruments.

A drawing from a collage.

The collage it was drawn from.

A drawing of a woman holding a

glass.

15



The library.

The president's house.

6. Three additional works that you are particularly

proud of. These can be drawings, paintings, pieces of

sculpture, photographs, prints, designs.

7. Besides the eight required pieces, we encourage

you to bring the written work which is important to

you. If the music or stories or poems you write are

works that you take seriously, bring them. If your term

papers or letters to a newspaper show some skill we
are in danger of overlooking, bring them.

You should not include in your portfolio any draw-

ings or paintings done from photographs.

Note: When work is too large to be conveniently trans-

ported, slides are an adequate substitute.

Transfer Students From Other Colleges

All transfer students should follow the regular admis-

sion procedure described on page 13. However, rather

than a high school transcript the transfer student

should arrange for Swain to receive a transcript from

every college he or she attended.

The portfolio of a transfer student from another college

should emphasize work that would substantiate his re-

quest for advanced standing. This portfolio need not

contain the kinds of work required of those applying for

a position in the freshman class.

With some exceptions, we award credit for all courses

the transfer student has completed if:

(1) the course is appropriate to the Swain curriculum.

(2) the student has received a grade of C or better.

The Swain admissions committee shall decide which

courses are appropriate to the Swain curriculum and

which are not.

16

Tour of Campus Student guides are available for

tours of the campus and studio buildings. Call the Sec-

retary of Admissions for more information.



Probationary Admission An occasional student will

be accepted on a probationary basis. The student will

in all cases be expected to follow the normal freshman

curriculum. His standing will be reviewed at the end of

the first semester by the dean in consultation with the

student's instructors.

The Crapo building includes the life

drawing room and smaller studios for

painting majors.

The Currier building contains studios

for Painting majors.

17



Financial Aid
Dick Conway, Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Financial Aid Officer.

Who Should Apply

Years ago it might have been true that only those stu-

dents who had perfect grades or no money could get

help paying for their college education. This is no

longer the case. Today many students get financial as-

sistance even though their grades are not high or their

families especially poor.



Swain actively participates in all major federal and

state Aid Programs. We encourage every prospective

student to examine the kinds of financial aid available.

Those students who foresee any difficulty paying for a

college education should apply for financial aid.

0\/e( half the students enrolled in the College receive

some financial aid. It is important to apply early. The

Swain Financial Aid Office or your high school Gui-

dance Counselor can tell you when the deadlines

come.

What Programs Are Available and How to Apply for

Them.

Federal Programs: What They Are. There are three

Federal programs administered by Swain:

(1) Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants

(SEOG) This is a scholarship. The grants range from

$200 a year to $1,500 a year. However, in this pro-

gram, no student is allowed more than $4,000 total for

his four year college education.

(2) National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) This is a

loan; after finishing college you have to pay it back.

While you are in college you pay back nothing. Once

you complete your education the interest rate is 3%.

They charge you no interest until you have completed

your education.

(3) The College Work Study Program (CWS) This is

a part time job. Frequently you work for the college it-

self, in the library or sweeping the floors.

Federal Programs: How to Apply for Them.

All three programs aid the students that need the

money the most. You apply for all three programs by

filling out two forms:

(1) Swain Financial Aid Application

(2) Parents Confidential Statement (P.C.S.)

You can get both these forms by writing to the Swain

Financial Aid Officer.

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant

(B.E.O.G.): What It Is.

This is a scholarship. The grant can be as high as

$1,800, though recently the average grant has been

about $800. Students who apply for aid from other

Federal Programs are encouraged to also apply for the

BEOG.

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant: (BEOG):

How To Apply for It.

The BEOG uses a separate application form. These

forms are available in most high school guidance of-

fices, public libraries, and college financial aid offices.

To apply for the BEOG you must fill out this form. 19
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Both the Swain financial aid applica-

tion and the parent's confidential

statement are available in the- Swain

financial aid office.

State Scholarships: What They Are.

There is one source of financial aid provided by the

state you come from. Most of the fifty states participate

in the program.

The size of the grant varies from state to state. Each

state also has its own criteria for who deserves finan-

cial aid. You find out these things from your high

school guidance counselor, or from the state scholar-

ship agency. (The state scholarship agency is in the

state capital.)

State Scholarships: How to Apply for Them.

Each state has its own application form. You can get

them from your high school guidance counselor, or

from the state scholarship agency.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP):

What It Is.

This is a loan made by your local bank, credit union, or

savings and loan association. While you are in college

the Federal government pays the interest on the loan.

Once you have completed your education, the federal

assistance stops and the bank begins to charge you

interest on the loan.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP):

How to Apply for It.

You can get information about these loans from your

local bank, savings and loan association, or credit

union.

Other Sources of Financial Aid: What They Are.

Many community agencies, foundations, corporations,

trade unions, religious organizations, clubs and civic

organizations sponsor scholarships. Some Swain stu-

dents receive aid from these programs.

20



Other Sources of Financial Aid: How to Apply for

Them.

Each organization has its own rules for administering

scholarships.

Swain Scholarships

There are some Swain scholarship grants drawn trom

private funds and gifts to the school. Usually we award

these scholarships to supplement some other form of

financial aid. You apply for them by filling out both:

(1) Swain Financial Aid Application

(2) Parents Confidential Statement (P.C.S.)

Student Services

Housing We have no dormitories, but we do have a

housing service which will give you a list of approved

rooms and apartments available near the school. This

service works best when you give us adequate warn-

ing. You should tell us in the spring the kind of housing

you want for the following fall, whether you want room-

mates, a kitchen, how much money you want to pay,

whether you want to be near the water.

Medical Care We advise all students to take advan-

tage of the low cost health and accident insurance

available through the school. However, all students are

automatically covered by an accident policy.

Additional Services The College maintains a student

center in the Rodman building which provides food

service.

The College also maintains a book and supply store for

student convenience.

Work study jobs are scheduled so

they do not interfere with a student's

program of study.

21



Academic Policy & Procedures

Most studio courses run the full day,

punctuated only by 2 short breaks

and lunch.

The Usual Option: The B. F. A. Degree In order to

earn the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts a student

must accumulate 125 credits: 89 in studio courses, 36
in the liberal arts. Of the 36 liberal arts credits, 9 must

be in visual studies electives, 9 must be in humanities

electives, and 6 in social science electives. 12 credits

are earned in the required freshman courses. Besides

earning 125 credits there is an additional requirement:

Seated and drawing is Benjamin

Martinez, instructor in painting.

In order to graduate a student must submit accept-

able work for the senior show.

An Alternative: The Diploma There is an alternative

available for those students who choose not to get the

Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. A student may forego the

humanities and social science courses and concen-

trate to a greater extent on studio work. At the end of

four years such students may earn a Diploma.

Students who choose this alternative earn the Diploma

by accumulating 120 credits. They take 108 of these in

22



studio courses. They must take the remaining 12 in

visual studies courses.

As with the B.F.A. degree there is an additional re-

quirement for the Diploma. In order to receive the di-

ploma a student must submit acceptable work for the

senior show.

Grading

Credit Hours In all studio courses the number of

credit hours given is half the number of hours

scheduled weekly for the class. A drawing class that

meets six hours a week is worth three credits. In all lib-

eral arts courses the number of credit hours equals the

number of hours scheduled for weekly meetings of the

class. All liberal arts courses are worth three credits.

Grades We use the grade scale A, B, C, D, F to indi-

cate a students achievement in a course. A desig-

nates true excellence, B designates an original and

substantial contribution, C suggests the student did

what was expected of him, D that the student did

somewhat less, F indicates an inadequate perfor-

mance. P (Pass) is an optional grade usually re-

served for the senior studios.

The liberal arts classes are run as dis-

cussions, a few are lectures.

Incompletes Sometimes, because of extra-ordinary

circumstances, a student does not finish the work re-

quired for a course by the time the course ends. In

such cases the student is given the letter grade I (In-

complete). The grade I is only a temporary grade. A

student who has received the grade I (Incomplete) is

expected to complete the required work within three

weeks after receiving the grade. Those Incompletes

left standing for more than three weeks automati-

cally become Failures. In order to carry a grade of In-

complete beyond the three week limitation the student

must make special arrangements. To do this a student

must secure the proper form from the Registrar.

Grade Reports For each course we give grade re-

ports at the end of each semester. There are two cir-

cumstances in which we give grade reports in mid

semester. We give all Freshmen mid-semester grades.

We give mid-semester grades to any student whose

grade in a course is D or worse.

Transcripts Students in good standing and graduates

are entitled to one free copy of their transcript within

twelve months of graduation or withdrawal in good

standing. We charge one dollar for each additional

copy. A transcript is a complete record of all the

grades the student has received at Swain. 23



Three times a year the entire faculty

assembles to review student work.

Grade Averages To calculate the grade average we

assign a number for each of the letter grades. A is 4.0,

B is 3.0, C is 2.0, D is 1 .0, F is 0. The grade average is

a simple summary, showing in a single number how

well a student is doing.

24

Probation A freshman or sophomore with a semester

grade average of less than 1.7 will be put on proba-

tion.

A junior or senior with a semester grade average of

less than 2.5 will be put on probation.

A junior or senior who has earned less than a B in his

major workshop will be put on probation.

A student on probation is required to submit his work

for special review by a committee of the faculty. This

review will take place in the middle of the semester in

which the student is on probation. During this review

the committee of the faculty will evaluate the student's

improvement and determine whether the student

should be removed from probation, remain on proba-

tion or depart. If there seems to be some mismatch be-

tween the student and the standards of the college, the

student will be told so at this review, and advised to

leave.

Student Obligations

Attendance Because the development of an artist de-

pends on continual practice, we permit absence from

class only in extreme circumstances: illness, sudden

and sad emergencies. It is your responsibility to notify

the school immediately of the absence and its cause.

But even the most horrible excuse is no substitute

for being in class. The work missed while absent must

be made up. A student who has missed more than two

meetings of a studio course or more than six hours of

liberal arts classes should expect that fact to be re-

flected in a reduced grade. (The student will be

notified in writing at the beginning of courses which are

exceptions to this rule.)



Registration Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors are

required to register by June 1st if they intend to return

to school in the fall.

Any student who enrolls after the first day of a semes-

ter must pay a five dollar late registration fee.

Student Property The school reserves the right to re-

tain two works from each student for eventual exhibi-

tion. The student has the obligation to remove all his

other property from the School premises at the end of

the academic year. At no time does the school take re-

sponsibility for safeguarding student property.

Withdrawal From a Course A student may transfer

from one course to another during the first two weeks

of a semester. After the second week a student cannot

add any new courses to his program. A student may
withdraw from any course any time during the first

eleven weeks of a semester without influencing his

grade average. It will be recorded as a withdrawal.

After the eleventh week any withdrawal will automati-

cally be recorded as a failure.

In order to withdraw from a course or change from one

course to another the student must pick up the NOTICE

OF CHANGE OF COURSE FORM from the registrar's of-

fice. It is the student's responsibility to secure the in-

structor's signature and return the completed form to

the registrar's office before the deadline. The student

will receive credit for new courses added to his pro-

gram only if his NOTICE OF CHANGE OF COURSE FORM
has been recorded by the registrar by the end of the

second week of a semester. The student will be al-

lowed to withdraw from a course only if his NOTICE OF

CHANGE OF COURSE FORM has been recorded by the

registrar by the end of the eleventh week of the semes-

ter.

Withdrawal From the College A student who finds it

necessary to withdraw from the college in mid-

semester must follow this procedure: A Freshman or

Sophomore who intends to withdraw must first meet

with the Dean or the Assistant to the President, then

must submit a letter to the Dean indicating the reason

for withdrawal. A Junior or Senior who intends to with-

draw must fiYst meet with the chairman of his major

department, then must submit a letter to the Dean indi-

cating the reason for withdrawal. In all cases, the date

on which the Dean receives the letter of withdrawal

shall be considered the official date of withdrawal. Tui-

tion refunds are calculated on the basis of this official

date of withdrawal. 25
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Tuition Refund Policy The Dean must be notified in

writing by the student in the event that a student

wishes to withdraw from the college. Failure to attend

or mere verbal notification will not be regarded as offi-

cial notice of withdrawal. Unless such official written

notice is given, the student will be held responsible for

any sums still owed to the college and no refund will

be authorized. In case of official withdrawal, refunds

will be given only during the first two weeks of the

semester. Refunds will be 75% of tuition. No refunds

will be made after the second week of classes. Fees

other than tuition are non-refundable. No refunds will

be made to students who are dismissed from the col-

lege through disciplinary action.

Deposits and Deferred Payments A deposit of

$50.00 is required of all new students within two weeks

following notification of acceptance for admission. A

deposit of $25.00 is required of all continuing students.

It is applied to the charges of the academic year and is

not refundable. All fees are payable in full at the time of

registration unless the student requests deferred pay-

ments. Students having an unadjusted indebtedness to

the College will not be permitted to register for the fol-

lowing semester.

Deferred payments: Deferred payments on tuition re-

quire the payment of one half of the total at the time of

registration and the balance in two equal payments to

be determined at the time of registration. A carrying

charge of $10.00 will be added to the first deferred

payment. Any other arrangements must be approved

by the President's Office. Any student with a bill not

paid or not under deferred payment will not be allowed

to continue classes after the second Monday of the

semester. Since school operating expenses are plan-

ned on a yearly basis, no refunds can be made except

as provided for under the section on withdrawal and

refunds.
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Studio Deposits At fall registration we require every

junior and senior to pay a $10 studio deposit. This de-

posit is refunded in the spring by the registrar upon the

presentation of a clearance slip signed by his major

advisor.

Studio Studios are to be used only for work related to

the school program. They are not to be used as a resi-

dence or for storage of food or for housing pets.

Publication of school fees does not constitute a con-

tract and the College also reserves the right to make

changes in its staff and any conditions outlined in this

catalog without notice.
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Part Three:

Nick Kilmer, liberal arts instructor.
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The Curriculum

The Foundation Program:
We speak of the Freshman and Sophomore years as

the Foundation Program. In your first two years you are

instructed in elements fundamental to all the visual

arts.

Here is the kind of mastery we expect of you by the

end of your sophomore year:

(1) An ability to translate the volumes and rhythms of

the human figure to a two dimensional surface, a page.

(2) An understanding of the structural relationships that

can be drawn out of a landscape that at first glance

appears to be randomly arranged.

(3) An understanding of traditional theories of color

and composition, their historical foundation, their rela-

tionship to human psychology and physiology.

(4) An ability to analyze and solve problems in 2 and 3

dimensional design.

(5) An understanding of civilization as an evolving

process in which clear relationships exist between the

arts and man's other accomplishments.

(6) An understanding of the relationships that exist be-

tween reading, writing and work in the visual arts.

(7) Noticeable progress in your ability to use reading

and writing as a means to find your own convictions,

test them and shape them.

(8) Experience of each of the disciplines fundamental

to the visual arts: sculpture, drawing, printmaking, de-

sign, painting, photography.

At the end of your sophomore year we -expect you to

be able to choose your major: design, painting, print-

making or sculpture. The goal of the foundation pro-

gram is to give you the ability to make this choice intel-

ligently.
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The foundation program is also intended to help you

develop your resourcefulness and your resilience. The

arts change; some of the work you do ten years from

now will seem false or outdated eleven years from now.

With a knowledge of fundamentals you will be free to

decide which changes you must accommodate to and

which you can resist. In the arts a knowledge of the

fundamentals is a guarantee of the only true freedom,

that freedom to make the choices which matter.

The Freshman Year

Early in the freshman drawing class

the students draw architectural

spaces in order to study perspective.

All Freshman take the same program. These are the

required courses. Design 111, 112: An Introduction

to Two Dimensional Design (both semesters) Here

we introduce the grammar of design, those principles

which underly the organization of all two dimensional

surfaces. The course is presented as a sequence of

problems each dealing with some element of design:

line, shape, space, color, value, texture.

In this course we teach you that design is problem

solving. We emphasize the process through which a

visual idea is developed from first sketch to comple-

tion. We will stress that the piece is complete not when

it is polished but when it has solved the problem you

set out to solve. We expect you to learn to recognize

the limitless variety of possible solutions and to learn to

choose the most appropriate one.
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Throughout the course we insist that you pay attention

to your own visual habits and notice differences be-

tween what your eye does naturally and what it does

when you resort to a visual cliche. (2 credits each

semester)

Sculpture 151, 152: An Introduction to Three Di-

mensional Design This course is basically con-

cerned with the organization of space, and the expan-

sion of your vocabulary of form through various

methods of exposure. "The whole of Nature is an end-

less demonstration of form, and it surprises me when

artists try to escape from this" — Henry Moore. Em-

phasis will be placed on developing technical skills so

that you will be capable of translating abstract ideas

into tangible reality with reasonable facility.

Establishing respect and affection for a tool as an ex-

tension of the hand, hence the mind, will be one of the

goals. The practice of critical examination of your own

work as well as others will be initiated. (3 credits each

semester)

Drawing 121, 122 (both semesters) This course

presents some of the basic problems, techniques and

references of the figurative artist. We teach you to ob-

serve and understand naturally occurring structures

and to translate them to a page through line, and form

and the contrast between light and shade. Included in

the course is a study of human anatomy, the way the

skeleton is assembled, the muscle structure. These are

the media used: pencil, charcoal, conte crayon, silver-

point. (4 credits each semester)

Humanities 161, 162: Freshman English (both

semesters) Writing is the craft of finding your convic-

tions, testing them, shaping them. Like drawing, writing

is a means for making yourself more attentive to the

workings of the world. And, like drawing, writing is a

translation from the three dimensional to the two di-

mensional page with no loss of life. In this course you

will explore that craft. To help you understand the re-

wards of careful attention we will examine the work of

some professional writers. (3 credits each semester)

In the freshman two-dimensional de-

sign class there is a weekly critique of

student work by the students and the

instructor.

Social Studies 171: Problems of Western Civiliza-

tion (fall semester only) The past informs the pres-

ent. The patterns of present public life and present in-

terior life make sense once you explore the way these

patterns formed. Aspects of the lives we live are or-

ganized in patterns as old as civilization. Some of what

seem our most novel problems are in fact those of

greatest antiquity. Other problems, other patterns are

of more recent origin. 31



Life drawing class.

The Freshman Year

Course

Drawing 121, 122

2-D Design 111, 112

3-D Design 151, 152

Humanities 161, 162

Social Studies 171

Visual Studies 181

Credits

4

2

3

3

3

15

4

2

3

3

3

15

In this course you will study the process through which

civilization develops, establishing new patterns of pub-

lic and private life, retaining some patterns of great an-

tiquity. (3 credits)

Visual Studies 181: An Introduction to Art History

(spring semester) The object of this course is to in-

troduce you to the craft of seeing what another has

seen, using the work of art as a record of that vision.

Style is not an empty habit. Style is the particular way

an artist arranges the meeting between himself and the

world, and gives some stability to his experience.

Anyone working in the visual arts has two profound

sources of information, inspiration, aspiration. One is

the visible world. The other is past art.

In this course we will explore the process of looking at

the art of past civilizations. You will be asked to notice

what goes on in the act of interpretation and asked to

become attentive to visual evidence. Any work of art

bears signs of what its maker believed, what he found

interesting, signs too of what he could take for granted,

what he felt obliged to dramatize.

In examining the act of interpreting past art we will pay

attention to its difficulty. It is easy to see your reaction

to another person's work, but hard to see the work it-

self, hard to see what he has seen. At first one's taste

gets in the way, causing a momentary blindness. (3

credits)
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The Sophomore Year
The Required Courses

Every Sophomore must take the following courses:

Drawing 221: Life Drawing (1 semester only) Life

drawing is an intensive study of the human figure. It is

closely related to the course in figure modeling. You

draw a series of nude models, different bodies in dif-

ferent poses, different lightings, different relationships A sophomore photography critique.

to the environment. We expect you to achieve two

kinds of mastery: first to be able to translate exact ob-

servations to a page, second to understand the formal

principles which organize a page. In the course of the

semester we will introduce you to a number of attitudes

toward the human figure: some stress the belief that

the body is a perfectly organized structure, others

stress the expressive possibilities. (3 credits)

Drawing 222: Figure Modeling (1 semester
only) The basic purpose of the course is to begin

analysis of the proportions of the human body, to ex- 33



perience a form in space — a three-dimensional real-

ity, as opposed to the two-dimensional illusion of draw-

ing. It will be an experience in seeing, a truly analytical

examination. Drawing will be an integral part of the

course — to establish it as a way of thinking, of or-

ganizing, and as a valuable tool for the mind. Reliefs

will also be dealt with, providing a bridge between

drawing and sculpture. (3 credits)

Printmaking 241, 242: An Introduction to

Printmaking In this course you will be introduced to

all the major printmaking media. You will spend seven

weeks in intensive work with each of the following:

Intaglio printing (this includes etching, drypoint and

aquatint)

Lithography

Silk Screen printing

Relief printing

Besides this you will be taught some of the history of

printmaking and shown work by the major figures who

shaped that history. You will also participate in critical

discussions, learn how to judge your own work and

evaluate the work of others. It is apparent that most art-

ists, whatever their major field, are going to use print-

making as part of their artistic expression. Consider

such diverse artists as Rembrandt, Durer, Mary Cas-

satt, Lautrec, Rauschenberg. (3 credits each semes-

ter)
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Liberal Arts Elective (1 each semester) Every

sophomore is required to take one liberal arts elective

in the fall semester and a second one in the spring.



The electives that will be available in the fall semester

are announced before the summer vacation that closes

your freshman year. The electives that will be available

in the spring semester are announced before Thanks-

giving.

In both semesters Sophomores are allowed to choose

the liberal arts elective that interests them most, but

you should keep the degree requirements in mind.

After you have finished the required freshman liberal

arts courses, you need eight more liberal arts electives

in order to graduate. You take two electives sopho-

more year, four junior year, two senior year.

Of these eight electives three must be Humanities

electives, two Social Studies electives, and three

Visual Studies electives.

Photography 213 Photography is by necessity, in the

introductory phase, a technical course emphasizing

the mechanics of the camera, the development of film

and the composition of a black and white image. In the

long run we do not believe that photography can be

taught as an isolated discipline. The biographies of

such photographers as Carteir-Bresson, Brassai and

Smith suggest its need to be developed in conjunction

with such other slower disciplines as drawing, design

and journalism.

For this reason all photographic study after Photog-

raphy 213 is integrated with the Design Program. (1

credit, one semester)

By the end of the Sophomore year you must choose

your major. The sophomore year is arranged to help

you make an intelligent choice.

The Trial Majors

Every sophomore must take two of the three following

courses. These are Trial Majors. You should make your

choice wisely, picking the two Trial Majors which best

allow you to test your own interests and capabilities. In

Junior and Senior year you will major in one of these

three fields, or in Printmaking.

Painting 231, 232: Trial Major in Painting This in-

troduction to Painting builds on your experiences in

Freshman drawing and Freshman design. Here you will

study traditional methods of representation and com-

position. In the course of the semester you will work

through a series of studio problems: the still life, the

figure, the landscape. You will be asked to work from

nature. Painting from nature gives "you an objective

standard. It allows you to measure how successfully

you deal with space, light, form and color.

The Sophomore Year

Course Credits

One Trial Major 3 3

Another Trial Major 3 3

Printmaking 241, 242 3 3

Drawing 221 , 222 3 3

Photography 213 1

( fall or spring)

Liberal Arts Elective 3 3

16 15
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Part of this course will be further exploration of per-

spective, color theory and anatomy. You will also be in-

troduced to basic oil techniques. (3 credits each
semester)

Design 211, 212: Trial Major in Design Introductory

Design is a more complex investigation of visual or-

ganization and visual communication. It is a continua-

tion of the previous course, dealing in both two and

three dimensional problems and the exploration of

color as an aid to the designer. Critiques of classroom

projects relate the specific directions of student work

to a variety of design oriented situations. For example,

both two and three dimensional problems may be dis-

cussed in terms of toy design, creative educational

materials, development of interior and exterior envi-

ronments, parks, playgrounds, etc., as well as the

concern with the visual impact of the printed page.

This course attempts to inform you of the diversity

within the design field, and offers you the time and op-

portunity for research and experimentation of problems

and materials as a basis for continuation in the major

program. (3 credits each semester)

Sculpture 251, 252: Trial Major in Sculpture This

Sophomore course is aimed toward students' more

seriously considering a major in sculpture. You will

further examine basic materials, try more specialized

methods of application and become more aware of the

forms which surround you in the natural and man-

made environment.

Drawing will be used as a vital means of recording and

testing these ideas. Your participation in class critiques

will be encouraged as a means of exchanging informa-

tion and developing a better critical judgement. (3

credits each semester)
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The Sophomore Reviews
At the end of the sophomore year every student has a

conference in which his work is reviewed by the entire

faculty. This review is an important feature of the Swain

curriculum. The student is expected to present work

from all studio courses, though emphasizing work

done in the area he plans to major in. The review is an

assessment of the student's overall performance in the

foundation program, his strengths and weaknesses.

Silkscreening, like lithography, relief

printing, and intaglio, is taught in a

seven week introductory course dur-

ing the sophomore year.

On occasion the faculty will call for additional work in a

particular area, or deny promotion pending further

assessment.

The review is an important moment of reflection on the

student's growth, one in which the student is expected

to participate in a public discussion of his goals and

progress. For the faculty one of the interesting dis-

coveries is that of formal concerns which extend

through the students approach to all media.
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The Major Program

The Junior Year

Course Credits

Studio Major 8 8

Life Drawing/Figure

Modeling 2 2

Liberal Arts Electives (2) 6 6

16 16

The Major Program: Goals

The Third and Fourth year students at Swain are

expected to concentrate exclusively in one field:

Design, Painting, Printmaking or Sculpture. We in-

sist that a student pick only one major in order to en-

courage the kind of concentration that is a prelude to

depth and mastery.

Here is the kind of mastery we expect of you by the

time you have completed the Major Program:

(1) the ability to impart to your work a sense of direc-

tion.

(2) the ability to speak clearly about the intention of

your work and the problems you are struggling with.

(3) the ability to use the information you acquire in life

drawing or figure modeling to your advantage in de-

sign, or in sculpture, or painting or printmaking.

(4) skill at judging your own work and criticizing the

work of others in your field.

(5) the ability to function as an independent profes-

sional artist capable not only of organizing your work

but your time.

In the major program the responsibility for directing

your work is gradually shifted to you. The teacher's role

becomes that of the critic, the observer there to chal-

lenge your work, and measure it by professional stan-

dards.

Required Courses for All Juniors

All Juniors must take a Major Workshop. Each Junior

must also take the following courses:

Drawing 301: Life Drawing (1 semester) This is like

Drawing 201, sophomore life drawing, but the skills

that are based on familiarity take much calm practice.

(3 credits)

Drawing 302: Figure Modeling (1 semester) This is

like Drawing 202. (3 credits)
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Liberal Arts Electives Each Junior is required to take

2 Liberal Arts electives in the fall semester and two

more in the spring. Juniors can choose the liberal arts

electives that interest them the most, but should re-

mind themselves of the degree requirements.

(Of the eight electives taken in the Sophomore, Junior

and Senior years, 3 must be Humanities electives, 2

Social Science electives and 3 Visual Studies elec-

tives.)

The Junior Review In the spring of his junior year,

each student has a conference with the entire faculty in

which the students work is evaluated. This review is an

assessment of the student's performance in his major

program. The student is expected to participate in a

public discussion of his goals and progress and to

demonstrate to the faculty that his choice of major was

appropriate.

The Senior Year

Course Credits

Studio Major 12 12

Liberal Arts Elective 3 3

15 15

Required Courses for All Seniors

All Seniors must take a Major Workshop. Every senior

is also required to take one liberal arts elective each

semester. He should choose his electives carefully,

keeping the degree requirements in mind.

Of the eight electives taken in the Sophomore, Junior

and Senior years, 3 must be Humanities, 2 Social Sci-

ence and 3 Visual Studies.

The Senior Review In the middle of the senior year,

every senior has a conference with the entire faculty.

The student is expected to participate in this discus-

sion of his goals and progress, and demonstrate to the

faculty that he has attained a kind of mastery and

found a direction for his work.
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The Design/Photography Major
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Design is not cosmetic; a designer does not produce

ornaments. Design is a process through which prob-

lems are located and solved. A good piece of design

is the answer to a carefully stated question. Though

there are many kinds of design they share a single

process. The questions and criteria apply equally to a

postage stamp, an instructional poster, an exhibition

design, or a folding chair. It is the job of the students in

the design/photography major to learn this process.

Junior Year: Design 321, 322 In the junior year, de-

sign majors learn the elements of graphic design:

typography, photography, illustration, color, and com-

position. During the second semester, these compo-

nents are combined and refined. By the end of the

junior year, a student should have mastered them, and

begun to develop his own personal aesthetic.

Senior Year: Design 421, 422 The senior year is the

first year of the student's design career. A portion of

the work is assigned by the instructor specifically as an

individual portfolio program. The remaining time is re-

served for each senior, in concert with his instructor, to

assemble an independent design program. The senior

is treated as a professional designer, and is expected

to perform like one. The instructor plays the role of

consultant and client.

A Note on Photography Though we have no sepa-

rate major in photography, we do train photographers.

We believe that the good photographer must know

more than the lore of the darkroom and the camera. To

protect our photography students from narrowness we

require them to major in design, and to study photo-

graphy as an integral part of the design process. There

is a practical side to this too. Those photographers

who become professionals will someday publish their

work in magazines, books or newspapers. The ability

to participate in the design of those publications is es-

sential to protect the integrity of the work. We expect

our photography students to be able to judge their

work by those objective standards designers use. And

we expect our photography students to grow not only

in their technical facility but in their art.

The design department takes on work

from outside clients when it proves

useful for the curriculum. This is a

series of sketches for a planned

exhibition.
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The Painting Major
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Junior Year: Painting 331, Painting 332: Painting

Workshop Painting 331 builds on material intro-

duced in Sophomore painting. The emphasis is on the

careful observation and evaluation of form, color, and

composition. There is a fundamental difference be-

tween the Painting Workshop and the Trial Major in

Painting. You have your own studio, a physical space

in which you can store the whole continuum of your

work, work on it for an extended period, paint in its

midst, have the teacher criticize it as a body of work. A

subtle and gradual change takes place over the year.

The teacher expects you to work more and more inde-

pendently, to define the direction your painting will take

and to argue for its validity.

All Junior painting majors are required to paint in the

life classes and to attend technical demonstrations and

group crits. (8 credits each semester)

Painting studios.

Senior Year: Painting 431, 432: Painting

Workshop The independence that was encouraged

in the Junior year Painting Workshop flourishes in the

Senior year. Increasingly the student is expected to

take responsibility for his own direction and acquire

skill at clarifying his goals. While the life classes are

open to all seniors, no senior is obliged to attend. An

important part of the workshop is a series of senior

seminars on traditional and contemporary art theory.

Throughout the senior year the teacher functions as a

critic. This does not mean that he recedes or turns shy.

He challenges you, reminding you to search through

your painting for those things which are objective, de-

monstrable, central to the great traditions of painting.

In this we are not original but have chosen as model

teachers Albers, Hofmann, Dickinson and Matisse. (12

credits each semester)
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The Printmaking Major

"Through his hands man establishes

contact with the austerity of thought.

They quarry its rough mass. Upon it

they impose form." H. Focillon

Junior Year: Printmaking 341, 342: Printmaking

Workshop The student who chooses the Printmaking

major is expected to work in all the principal print-

making media. He is also expected to have some good

reason for having chosen printmaking, some reason for

requiring the peculiarities of the printing process in

order to work out his visual ideas.

Printmaking is viewed not just as a technical exercise,

but as an aesthetic challenge that involves questions

of form, design, historical precedence. (9 credits)

Senior Year: Printmaking 441, 442: Printmaking

Workshop As well as exploring the graphic quality

and character peculiar to different printmaking

methods a good deal of concern will be given to the

unique social implications of multioriginal art and the

need for a more popular and therefore less precious

format for artistic expression.

By the senior year the student is expected to have the

formal mastery which will allow him to concentrate on

imagery and formal questions. (12 credits)
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A printmaking critique.
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The Sculpture Major
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Junior Year: Sculpture 351, 352 The Sculpture

Workshop requires the basic information in problem

solving and use of materials gained during the two

previous years. You will be encouraged to master the

tools and techniques you are already familiar with, as

well as more specialized ones introduced in the junior

year. The weekly assignments of the foundation period

will give way as the urgency of your own need for per-

sonal statement becomes more intense. Frequent dis-

cussions with instructors and regular group criticism

with students will help you keep an open mind and

think out your direction more carefully. (8 credits per

semester)

Senior Year: Sculpture 451, 452 Senior year builds

on the experience of junior year. The great amount of

time allotted to senior workshops allows for more am-

bitious series or larger works. At this point in your

career you should be forming a commitment and a

sense of discipline as you concentrate more deeply

upon those sculptural problems and materials which

you find most compelling. (12 credits per semester)
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Leo Kelley, liberal arts instructor.

The Liberal Arts
Liberal Arts Electives: Intentions

Besides the crafts of the hand and the eye there are

crafts of the imagination. Good visual work does what

good writing does: it makes experience more vivid. A

place is ignored, invisible, until it has been painted, or

used in a story, or mapped, or gardened, or in some
other way imagined. There is the danger of time slid-

ing, of events seeming as if they had never happened,

of people dying as if they had never been. The

deepest craft of any artist is that of falling in love with

the world, of knowing that what he has seen is worth

seeing. It is a craft shared by architects, an-

thropologists, novelists, psychologists, poets, desig-

ners, illustrators, mapmakers, painters, gardeners,

sociologists, sculptors, and photographers.

The liberal arts courses describe that craft, presenting

it in some of its many disguises. It is a craft to be seen

in many separate acts: telling the difference between

those things you are sure of and those other things you

are just in the habit of saying; discovering what your

experience can be compared to, measured against;

locating the present, realizing how wide it is, how deep

it is, how long it has been this way, its drift; recognizing

others as themselves and not mirages; finding what

contradicts your uniqueness, what all persons, all

societies, all times, have in common; learning to find

sustenance in the marrow of events whose bones

seem complicated; learning how to ask questions

which are worth answering, and how to answer them. It

is the craft of learning to live well.

The liberal arts courses take the work of art historians,

poets, travelers, novelists, historians, sociologists, an-

thropologists, biologists, psychologists, philosophers

and put them in a form designers, painters, photog-

raphers and sculptors can respond to and use pro-

ductively.
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Requirements

In the Freshman year there are four required liberal

arts courses, two a semester. In the remaining three

years you must take eight liberal arts electives. Three

must be Visual Studies electives, two must be Social

Studies electives, three must be Humanities electives.

Electives at Southeastern Massachusetts University

Swain participates in a consortium of local colleges

called SACHEM. This allows Swain to send a number

of students to Southeastern Massachusetts University

for liberal arts electives. There is no extra charge for

these courses.

A List of Humanities Electives

Humanities 561: Poetry Workshop Here you will

write poems, re-write them, tame them, perform them,

look at the things poetry can do, learn to see poetry as

an act rather than a product. You will do what people

writing poetry always do: explore the ways in which

you can be moved, look for ways to make experience

matter, invent some way to tell your good poems from

your bad poems.

Much of what is read in the course will be written there;

there will also be some reading from published poets.

The point will be to give you poetry as a lens to focus

experience and as a tool to change it. (3 credits)

Humanities 562: Creative Writing The purpose of

this course is to investigate, by practice, examination

and discussion, writing as a fine art. Students will read

and criticize each other's work, as well as the work of

commercial outsiders. (3 credits)

Humanities 563: Children's Books The course is

designed to provide a background in children's clas-

sics, as well as to consider the nature of children as an

audience. The use of books in the education of chil-

dren will be considered. Students enrolled in the

course will write one long work for children. (3 credits)

Humanities 564: The Structure of Theatrical

Composition An inquiry into the nature of the theater,

of acting, of presenting a story publicly by action. Stu-

dents will write, act and direct enough to have some
first hand knowledge of these occupations; a primary

aim of the course is to provide a thorough familiarity,

by reading, with, however, important works that have

been made for the theater. (3 credits)
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Humanities 565: History Workshop History is a

human act, a way of reflecting on those things which

have been lost from human experience, a way of ex-

ploring themes or shapes which keep recurring, a way

of thinking about the present as a moment which

began ten or ten thousand years ago. This course will

be an opportunity to write history, reconstruct a story,

the way people build mosaics from broken chips.

Participants in the course will work from the fragments

and traces that have been preserved, from paintings,

photographs, maps, novels, poems, letters, diaries,

biographies, statistics, fossils. We will make something

of the difference between these questions: What did

they think was happening? What do we think was hap-

pening? (3 credits)

Humanities 566: The Invention of America There is

something peculiar about American fiction. At first

glance it seems to be merely a literature written at

twilight. Yet for the reader it works on the bones rather

than on the eye. It is a fiction intended for those who

had reason not to trust their vision.

In this course we will read American fiction and talk

about the way it reflects the quality of American life.

From these novels we will construct a history of

America, a history which pays attention to the twilight

moments in ordinary lives, and to the attempt to con-

struct social coherence where there was none. (3 cred-

its)

Humanities 567: Poems of Ronsard You do not

have to like French to take this course. You do not

even have to know any French to take it. If you have

had some French once (whether or not you liked it,

passed it, or hated it), that won't hurt.

Ronsard is a poet who lived in the 16th century. In this

course we'll read some of his poems, learn to translate

them, and talk about the kind of world that is reflected

in the poems. (3 credits)

Humanities 568: Myth and Fable This course ex-

amines the nature and meaning of mythology. It con-

siders some aspects of mythic narrative from antiquity

to the present, and it explores what myths can teach

us about the world and ourselves. (3 credits)
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Humanities 569: A Natural History of Music This

course is about music, how it works, what it does. We
will examine composed music of the 18, 19 and 20th

centuries and explore the interesting parallels between

music and the visual arts. (3 credits)



A List of Visual Studies Electives

Visual Studies 581: Aesthetics and Criticism This

will be a discussion of meaning in art. Among the

questions to be considered are these:

How does a work of art mean something? How is it

able to open us to experience?

When is art superficial, when is it empty, when does it

disclose depth?

What is the value of tempering personal taste? What

kinds of criticism are valid? What kinds arbitrary?

To investigate the position of the arts in a mass culture.

Although the questions are drawn from the philosophy

of art, discussion will center on real visual objects:

paintings, shoes, boxes, photographs. (3 credits)

Visual Studies 582: On Vision The world of science

and the world of ecstacy come together in the eye. Vi-

sion is our closest contact with actuality, closer than

touch or hearing. Visions are those odd moments in the

life of seers.

In this course we will talk about the relationships be-

tween seeing and envisioning, between the familiar

world of ordinary sight and the strange one of scien-

tists or mystics. In general we will examine some of the

implications of having eyes, and some of the options

the eye offers. (3 credits)

Visual Studies 583a: Masterpieces before the

1 500's An examination and in depth discussion of ten

to fifteen major works of art created in the Western

World prior to the Renaissance. Examples will be taken

from Minoan, Greek, Roman, Early Christian,

Romanesque, Gothic, and Proto Renaissance. (3 cred-

its)

Visual Studies 583b: Masterpieces from 1400 to

1900 An examination and in depth discussion of

works of art created in the Western World beginning

with the Renaissance. A paper is required on the work

of a major artist of the student's choice. (3 credits)

Visual Studies 584a: Italian Renaissance (part

one) The study of painting and sculpture and some

forms of architecture primarily in Florence in the

1400's. The class will examine developing techniques

and varying approaches to subject matter as they re-

flect shifting intellectual and social attitudes. (3 credits)
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Visual Studies 584b: Italian Renaissance (part

two) The study of painting and sculpture and some
forms of architecture of the High Renaissance in Italy,

including the works of Leonardo, Raphael,

Michelangelo, and others in Florence, Rome and Ven-

ice. (3 credits)

Visual Studies 588a, 588b: Visual Analysis This

course is designed to develop the student's critical

abilities, both visual and verbal, by open class discus-

sion of a wide historical range of drawings. A paper is

required which consists of an intensive analysis of a

single drawing of the student's choice. (3 credits,

each)

Visual Studies 585: Twentieth Century

Art Twentieth century visual art has not one style, but

many. This suggests fundamental changes in the rela-

tionship of an artist to his work and to his audience.

The artist is forced to these questions: How shall I

choose a style when there are so many? How shall I

find a style whose emotional significance is not ob-

scured? To clarify these questions we will examine the

work of twentieth century artists from four perspectives:

original work, slides, the writing or remarks of the artist,

the critics' attempt to offer other explanations. (3 cred-

its)

Visual Studies 586: Movies and the Art of Visualiz-

ing Time This will be a reflection on some of the

things movies do or can do, considering also some of

the ways they shed light on the art of making still pic-

tures or the art of storytelling. Because movies mimic

the flow of experience they permit us to reconsider the

acts of wrenching a motionless image from that flow,

and of imitating that flow by using words which evoke

it. We will explore ways of experiencing time, ways of

giving psychological weight to time, ways of giving

time coherence. Some of the evidence will be drawn

from movies, some from painting, novels, photographs.

(3 credits)

Visual Studies 587: Landscapes Landscapes is an

exploration of different ways in which men and the land

co-exist. The goal of the course is the invention of a

new way to consider the painting of landscape. Topics

to be studied include: Gardens, Tactics, Cartography,

City-building, Roads, Creation Myths. Students will be

expected to execute one significant piece of research,

and to maintain a careful written journal. (3 credits)
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Visual Studies 589: Workshop in Exhibition

Depending on the size on enrollment, each student, or

each committee of students, will be responsible for in-

venting, discovering, documenting, publicizing, and

recording, one complete exhibition in afield relevant to

the school's program, but drawn from outside the

community of the school. (3 credits)

A List of Social Studies Electives

Social Studies 561: Technological Society The in-

dustrial city, the assembly line, efficiency, standardiza-

tion, the expert: such things dominate our ability to im-

agine society or imagine alternatives. There is the

danger of technological society becoming a given, a

fate, a background: a danger of imagining the only op-

tions to be acquiescence or flight to the country. It is

difficult to imagine, deal with, make peace with tech-

nological society. This course is an attempt to develop

a student's sociological imagination. Much of the

course examines the consequences of excessive so-

cial planning and excessive social control. The rest is a

search for alternatives. (3 credits)

Social Studies 562: History of the Future Here we

will look at the variety of ways of imagining a future, of

imagining what is possible, of imagining what will hap-

pen, of imagining what could happen. The course will

be an examination of the value and perils of the Uto-

pian imagination.

It will be arranged as a series of case studies:

Medieval expectations of the end of time. Renaissance

versions of the perfect society. Nineteenth century Uto-

pian thought. The personal future of nineteenth century

Americans. Twentieth century revolutionaries. The fu-

ture of the future. (3 credits)

Social Studies 563: Worlds and Cosmologies The

course will follow a sequence of written attempts at

discovering, arranging, defining, or controlling the na-

ture of the universe. Our interest is not only in the act of

the individual, the philosophical act of definition — but

also in the social implications of these acts, and their

origins in historical phenomena. (3 credits)

Social Studies 564: Travelers Our interest is princi-

pally in first hand narrative accounts by witnesses or

participants in campaigns or discoveries of historical

or scientific importance. We will study the influence of

the event on the witness. Possible 'readings: Travels of

Marco Polo; Travels of William Bartram; History of

Herodotus, Caesar, or Tacitus; Mailer's Armies of the

Night. (3 credits)
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Social Studies 565: Play and Economy Over the

semester each student will design an educational

game. The games will develop metaphors for some
fundamental social processes: justice, conflict, the

economy, education, and personal growth.

We will also talk about questions such as these:

(1) Why do the most serious human situations take on

game-like forms?

(2) How is play different from ritual?

(3) How does scarcity influence personal or social

strategy?

(4) How does an economy work?

(5) What is that connection between play, scientific

discovery, and artistic creation?

The general theme of the course is this: There are

some interesting similarities in the ways people protect

themselves from being overwhelmed by their own seri-

ousness. (3 credits)

Social Studies 566: A Workshop in Compassionate

Observation In this course we will explore the art of

observing the lives of strangers. We will consider the

possibility that the modest gestures performed in pub-

lic, a man averting his eyes, a gift left on the table, are

an important part of speech.

You will be expected to write a work of considerable

length in which you study with great care and compas-

sion some form of public behavior: people working in a

fish packing plant, people visiting a neighborhood bar,

the people who come to the museum of fine arts on

Sunday mornings, people in a supermarket. The point

of the study will be to make sense of gestures you

have previously ignored or thought obvious.

Two questions will recur in our classroom reflections on

your work: what holds a society together? What role

does the imagination play in observation? (3 credits)
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Adult & Children's Classes

In addition to the degree program, Swain offers two

other kinds of instruction. We have evening studio

courses in Continuing Education. We have a Saturday

school for children. There is a separate bulletin which

describes these programs and lists fees.
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Dick Doughtery, painting instructor.
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Part Four: Staff

Administration
William E. Britain, President

Belmont College

University of Tennessee

B.S. University of South Alabama

Ed.M. Harvard Graduate School of Education

Studied painting with Lee Hoffmann of Mobile,

Alabama

David Loeffler Smith, Dean of the College

B.A. Bard College

M.F.A. Cranbrook Academy of Art;

Hans Hofmann

Richard D. Conway, Assistant to the President

B.A. Keene State College

M.A. Michigan State University

Elizabeth C. Bryant, Comptroller

Diane B. Cambra, Registrar and Secretary of Admis-

sions

Kathy Shaw, Head Librarian

Fred T. Gomes, Superintendent of Physical Plant

Grace E. Jones, Bookstore Manager

Merle Sanderson, Recruitment Coordinator

Carole Nichols, NDSL Collections

Fred Gomes

Bill Britian, President



Faculty

Nancy Campbell, printmaking

instructor.
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Jacqueline Block — Instructor of Drawing

B.F.A. Cooper Union

James Bobrick — Instructor of Liberal Arts

B.A. Boston University

Ph.D Boston University

Nancy Campbell — Instructor of Printmaking

B.F.A. Syracuse University

M.F.A. University of Michigan

Thomas Corey — Chairman of the Design Department

B.A. Hampshire College

Russell Daly — Chairman of the Sculpture Department

B.F.A. Kansas City Art Institute

M.F.A. University of Michigan

Richard Doughtery — Instructor of Painting & Drawing

M.F.A. Maryland Institute, College of Art

William Enright — Instructor of Sculpture

B.F.A. Mass. College of Art

M.F.A. Tyler School of Art

Albert Gregory — Instructor of Design

B.F.A. Yale University

M.F.A. Yale University

Severin Haines — Instructor of Painting & Drawing

B.F.A. Swain School of Design

M.F.A. Yale University

Leo Kelley — Chairman of Liberal Arts

B.S. Mass. Institute of Technology

M.S. Mass. Institute of Technology

Nicholas Kilmer — Instructor of Liberal Arts

B.A. Georgetown University

M.A. Harvard University

Jean Lozinski — Chair of Fine Arts

M.A. Yale University

Ph.D Yale University

Benjamin Martinez — Instructor of Painting & Drawing

B.F.A. Cooper Union

John Osborne — Chairman of the Printmaking

Department

Midway College of Arts & Kent College (England)

M.F.A. California College of Arts & Crafts

Meg Sherman — Instructor of Design

B.A. Hampshire College

David L. Smith — Dean and Chairman of the Painting

Department

B.A. Bard College

M.F.A. Cranbrook Academy of Art

Hans Hoffman

Thomas Wedell — Instructor of Design & Photography

M.F.A. Cranbrook Academy of Art



& Trustees
Tom Corey, design instructor.

Mrs. Toni Ardoin

Mr. Paul Buffum, Esq.

Mr. S. Whitney Dickey

Mrs. Helga Finger, Vice-Chairman

Mrs. Helen K. Goddard, Chairman

Mr. Jack P. Hudnall

Mrs. Betty Knowles

Mrs. Frances Levin

Mrs. Carole Newport

Mr. Julian O'Leary

Mr. W. Myron Owen

Mr. Richard A. Pline, Clerk

Mr. William H. Potter, Treasurer

Mrs. Sue Underwood

Mr. Joseph Valles
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How To Get Here

From Boston:

Route 3 South to

Route 128 West to

Route 24 South to

Route 140 South

Last exit.

From Cape Cod:

Route 195 West to

Route 140 South

Last exit.

From Providence:

Route 195 East to

Route 140 South

Last exit.

Boston

128V X

\140 1 Massachusetts "\
Providence ^\/ ^25 \

'—^^ 24/\

195 New Bedford 6 Cape Cod
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